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KPA 2024: Kunststoffe Produkte Aktuell exhibition in Ulm 
showcases growth and innovation 
 
The KPA - Kunststoff Produkte Aktuell exhibition comes back to Ulm on February 28 and 29, 
2024, and will become an important meeting place for the plastics processing industry. 
priomold GmbH is pleased to be represented again at stand 2-C2 and to present innovative 
solutions. 
 
KPA 2024 is experiencing considerable growth by bringing together over 170 exhibitors from 
the plastics processing industry. This represents a significant increase compared to the 
previous year. It is particularly noteworthy that more than 50 companies are taking part in 
this prestigious event for the first time. The exhibitors will present a wide range of expertise 
in various plastics processing methods as well as innovative materials and services for the 
development of new injection molded products. 
 
The KPA is aimed specifically at industrial users, in particular those responsible for product 
and industrial design, product development, construction, and technical purchasing. Its 
cross-industry approach sets the exhibition apart from other events, as visitors from various 
plastics user industries such as the automotive, electrical, mechanical engineering, and 
medical technology industries will find competent partners here. 
 
The KPA offers a unique platform for discussing project ideas with the exhibiting plastics 
processors and enables the identification of efficient suppliers. A broad network of partners 
supports KPA 2024, including INNONET, SKZ from Würzburg, Kunststoff Institut Südwest, 
Kunststoff-Netzwerk Franken and TecPart e.V. Thanks to new partnerships with these 
organizations, the trade fair is strengthened by covering the entire value chain in the plastics 
sector and bringing together industry, research and universities. 
 
KPA 2024 promises to be not only a showcase for innovations in plastics processing but also 
an important meeting place for the exchange of ideas and the development of forward-
looking projects. priomold GmbH cordially invites all interested parties to visit its stand 2-C2 
and discover the latest developments in plastics processing. 
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About priomold GmbH 
The fairly young company, founded by Thomas Schönbucher and Moritz Zumdick in 2015, specializes 
in the rapid delivery of plastic injection molded parts, offers mold construction (over 500 new molds 
per year) for prototypes and small series, as well as engineering support in the field of plastics. In the 
meantime, the company has grown to over 75 employees and is continuing to expand. What 
essentially sets priomold apart is its short delivery times for molds, injection molded parts and 
additively manufactured components. The fastest project was completed in two working days; on 
average, a new mold is ready within two to three weeks. Multiple awards as Growth Champion and 
TOP100 for Innovation 2022 are the confirmation of priomold's development.   
www.priomold.com 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-sch%C3%B6nbucher-22571991/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moritz-zumdick-9758ba84/
http://www.priomold.com/

